Prestige Property Market Report
Perpetually low inventory has defined the 2017 prestige property
market and we predict a similar status quo for the foreseeable
future. The enduring demand for a quality premium product
pushes up resulting prices for interested parties.
In the last 18-month period, more price records have been set and
exceeded in Toorak than any other period in Melbourne’s history.
We’ve also witnessed more transactions in the $15-$30 million price
range than ever before. Our Marshall White team has handled most
of these sales, including the sale of 4 Robertson Street, Toorak,
whose $24 million purchase price record was subsequently eclipsed
by the sale of 9 Towers Road, Toorak.

Toorak is a single-level ‘sky-home’ encompassing a phenomenal
floor area spanning more than 1000 square metres with protected
city skyline views. A rare and exclusive design collaboration
between Orchard Piper and Jolson architecture, the penthouse
exemplifies architectural craftsmanship at its finest, encapsulating
sophistication, timelessness and simplicity. We expect this
one-of-a-kind residence to achieve somewhere in the region
of $20 million.
The quality of top end homes worth in excess of $15 million we’ve
seen this year has been outstanding. Detailed customisations,
considered architecture, bespoke interiors and world-class

It is noteworthy that the vast majority of these sales have been
sold to local buyers, demonstrating the strength in our Melbourne
market. There are an increasing number of what might be termed
‘passive buyers’ who will make a determined play for quality
homes when they become available, but may not be ‘actively’
looking. Attracting this type of buyer, are the sale of what we term
‘generational’ homes, that is, generous, tightly-held landholdings
that have been in the same family for decades.

landscape design combine to create superb residences, taking

In the final quarter of 2017 we have had the pleasure to take to the
market a superb residence that has been billed as Australia’s most
luxurious penthouse. The ‘Penthouse’ at 29 Washington Street,

financial potential from a substantial asset that no longer serves

the standard of prestige homes in our area to an elevated level.
The prestige market, as ever, ebbs and flows with the school
holidays. Drawing from trends from previous years, predictions for
the first half of 2018 after the summer break, will partly depend the
movements of the ‘progressive empty nester’. Traditionally, these
sellers, often living in sizeable family homes, decide after a summer
of contemplation that the time has come to downsize and realise
their lifestyle. This usually makes for a period of significant activity
in the prestige market from February onward.
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Prestige Property Sales
A Selection of Our Successful Results

Feature Property
57 Grange Road, Toorak

4 Cloverdale Avenue, Toorak
Sold in the vicinity of $9,000,000

Penthouse, 50 Claremont Street, South Yarra
Sold in excess of $5,000,000

Penthouse, 30 Springfield Avenue, Toorak,
Sold in the vicinity of $8,200,000

7 Dunraven Avenue, Toorak
Sold in excess of $8,000,000

50 Hotham Street, East Melbourne
Sold in the vicinity of $12,000,000

286 Domain Road, South Yarra
Sold in the vicinity of $6,000,000

30 Albany Road, Toorak
Sold in the vicinity of $9,500,000

111 Canterbury Road, Toorak
Sold in the vicinity of $5,800,000

Located in one of Toorak’s most highly coveted
precincts and magnificently set within a considerable
allotment of more than 1400 square metres, this
iconic residence designed by renowned architect Nick
Saunders is an architectural masterpiece merging both
luxury comfort and function.
Exclusively positioned close to Toorak Village boutiques
and cafes, this prized location will appeal to the
enduring interest of buyers due to its prestigious
lifestyle locale and well connected transport links to the
CBD and beyond.
Behind an immaculate contemporary façade, this family
home’s outstanding Jack Merlo designed garden and
pool forms a substantial outdoor resort-style sanctuary,
ready for immediate enjoyment and lavish entertaining.
Expansive use of glass creates a dramatic sense of
occasion in the vast entrance foyer, mirrored through
the glorious living room with lush garden aspects. The
superbly appointed dining room overlooks the pool,
tennis court and tranquil private gardens, achieving a
serene intimate ambience. The light-filled family room
features an open fireplace and extends to a north
west facing blue stone terrace, perfect for indoor and
outdoor entertaining. Living areas are served by a sleek
gourmet kitchen boasting European appliances and
marble benchtops.

Tucked away for privacy, the sumptuous main bedroom offers sweeping
city views and includes both a dressing room and designer ensuite. A
separate level comprises four additional sizable bedrooms with walk-in
and built-in robes, two central bathrooms, an inviting rumpus room featuring
a bar, plus a glass-walled Olympic sized gym. Lavishly finished throughout,
additional comprehensive features include powder room, laundry, zoned
heating and cooling, custom fitted joinery and ample storage, security
system, video intercom, C-Bus automation, Sonos music system as well
as a 20,000-litre water tank and five car basement garage.
Every extravagance and convenience has been envisioned, from the
refined cutting-edge design to the premium fittings, luxe finishes and
impressive proportions, complementing striking yet liveable spaces just
as perfectly suited to relaxed living as well as formal entertaining.
Excellent schooling options are just a short drive from Grange Road:
Lauriston Girls’ School, Loreto Mandeville Hall, St Catherine’s, Geelong
Grammar and The King David School, as well as a host of quality
primary schools.
A spectacular family residence offering a once in a lifetime opportunity
to enjoy a peerless lifestyle in one of Toorak’s most sought after locations.
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THIERRY B

FINE ART
‘I make, therefore I am’
To describe acclaimed Melbourne painter, Thierry B, as ‘a man of
many talents’ is a precarious understatement. As an artist, he has
over fifteen signature painting styles; as an interior decorator, he
holds a national profile; and as a gallery proprietor, he’s creating
world firsts.
After emigrating to Australia from France in 1997, Thierry B served
in the hospitality industry for years. While most would be too
immersed in dining to notice a shortfall in décor, the lack of local,
affordable artwork in restaurants was the catalyst to turn the
Frenchman to art. After showcasing his first pieces to impressed
friends and family, the restaurateur retired from food and dining to
open his eponymous South Yarra gallery.
With mystic Buddhist teachings at the heart of his creative
processes, there is a simple intention behind Thierry B’s work: to
elate its viewer. Each piece is carefully crafted as a visual mantra
to accompany its space; the work designed to introduce vibrant
colour, challenge spatial perceptions and sculpt pathways for the
viewers’ eyes and heart to entwine. ‘If the work feels right, I know
straight away,’ says Thierry B.
Despite existing in an ambitious market busting with
contemporaries, Thierry B names himself as his only competitor,
interpreting ‘challenge’ as another word for ‘opportunity’. The
provision of world-class service is his priority and the gallery is swift
to adopt the latest trends for client convenience. As of September

this year, Thierry B Fine Art is the first Australian gallery to accept
Bitcoin as tender, and only the second gallery in the world.
Client relationships are of crucial importance to Thierry B,
particularly in the real estate market. He has a history of being
associated with record breaking sales. According to Thierry B, art
is essential to obtaining the greatest return on an investment: ‘No
other product can add as much value as a fine art work in the right
space.’ Showcasing his work on The Block to a national audience
sparked a flood of commissioned orders, broadening Thierry B’s
loyal clientele Australia-wide.
As for his own collection, the French artist’s home is embellished
with an abundance of abstract and contemporary Aboriginal art.
‘I love living with other people’s creative energy. It informs and
enriches my life.’
In between brush strokes and business, Thierry B indulges his
French heritage by sharing decadent feasts with close family and
friends, as well as extensive travel and entertainment. To Thierry
B, engaging in any form of visual narrative, be it musicals, theatre
or films, are inspirations to further create. ‘My mark-making is a
metaphor for my own sense of existence. I make, therefore I am.’
473 Malvern Road, South Yarra
thierrybfineart.com
03 9827 7756

Domaine Residences

Gilson

Luxury Development

Restaurant Review
While hundreds jog the Tan on a Saturday morning,
waiters at nearby Gilson weave between tables,
distributing blueberry and ricotta fritters, poached
eggs, and their latest crowd-pleaser: garfish and charred
eggplant on sourdough toast. These are John Paul
Twomey’s creations, but you won’t see him - he’s in
the kitchen.
Just after 6pm on a Wednesday proved the best
opportunity to chat with Twomey, who took over
Gilson’s kitchen in May. Patrons start to fill the South
Yarra establishment as Twomey inspects a parade of
potato focaccias, before going over the prep list with
restauranteur Jamie McBride.
Seeking a moderniser, McBride knew he was getting
more than a garden-variety head chef when he

‘He’s got incredible raw talent, a very natural cook,’ says McConnell,
who tapped Twomey for Cutler & Co in 2009.
With hints of Mediterranean and North African, Gilson’s rich Italian menu
redefines fine dining. Seating 125, the restaurant offers breakfast, lunch
and dinner seven days a week, and has recently completed a back of
house overhaul. About the challenges of delivering a full week’s service,
Twomey refers to his past experience. ‘We – Andrew – had success
with that at Cumulus... Gilson is designed to be that place, but in a local
neighbourhood setting.’
A notable dish is the pumpkin and ricotta ravioli in brown-butter
dressing, while the lamb ribs, braised and flash-fried with dry quinoa
and spice coating are an affectionate nod to his McConnell days. For
those keeping it simple, their Thursday night special includes a serve
of spaghetti and a glass of wine for just $25.

appointed Twomey. ‘I [was] looking for someone who

‘We want people to use Gilson in the way that suits them best. Come
in for a coffee after walking the Tan, for a meeting during the week, or

can realise a vision,’ McBride explains. ‘We want to be

a blowout with friends on Saturday night,’ says McBride.

here in 20 years.’
Until last September, Twomey was right-hand-man at
Andrew McConnell’s empire of Melbourne eateries,
including Cumulus, Cutler & Co., Ricky & Pinky and

Gilson
171 Domain Road, South Yarra
gilsonrestaurant.com.au

Supernormal. Originally from Ireland, Twomey’s childhood
summers were spent scrubbing oysters at his uncle’s
coastal restaurant, and first appeared on McConnell’s
radar in 2005 after arriving in Melbourne just five
years previously.

‘A prestige property is not just measured by value;
it is determined by its scarcity and the significance
of the property’, says Marcus Chiminello. With only
five exclusive residences available, Domaine enjoys
this distinction and its significance lies in its designer
pedigree.
Domaine’ presents a unique opportunity for the discerning, astute buyer
who values all the benefits of luxury inner-city living in a sophisticated

In a market where location is vital, Domaine is ideally

South Yarra setting.

positioned amid the backdrop of Melbourne’s
vibrant cityscape with easy CBD access via the

‘Domaine’ is a collaboration between MGS Architects, Woods Bagot

tram and train network. Within the South Yarra

Interiors and Jack Merlo Landscape Design. Together these renowned

Primary School zone, many more of Melbourne’s

Melbourne specialist firms sought to balance the demands of living well

most prestigious schools are conveniently within

with living sustainably, evidenced in part by the inspired use of space and

walking distance. This pocket of South Yarra, with

lush wall of external greenscapes evoking an urban garden oasis, framing

its abundance of fine cafes and cuisine also enjoys

the external façade.
Design and consulting studio, Woods Bagot, has handcrafted invitingly
innovative and functional light-filled open living spaces, saturated in a
muted interior palette facilitating stylish ease of living. Each residence
features the versatility of three bedrooms and a choice of two or three
bathrooms, open plan living and dining, kitchen with butler’s pantry, a
study and space to park two cars.

exceptional proximity to naturescapes along the
Yarra River and within the Royal Botanical Gardens.
The nearby eclectic retail and culinary delights
of Chapel Street help to strike a perfect balance
between the best of both worlds: natural and urban.
Domaine Residences

Bedrooms are strategically positioned facing away from each other

279 Domain Road South Yarra

and they all enjoy private access to separate plant-filled terraces.

domaineresidences.com.au
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D AV I D

HICKS
Designer
Born in Australia and raised in the Malaysian tropics, David
Hicks’ fondest childhood memories include accompanying his
parents to open houses. Early on, as he collected brochures
and mentally redesigned the floor plans, Hicks recognised that
interior design appealed to his passion for intimate details.
Returning to his roots, Hicks graduated from RMIT before
‘cutting teeth’ at a handful of established Melbourne practices.
Hicks launched his own studio in 2000 and has since evolved
into a pioneer of contemporary Australian and international
property design.
With unparalleled experience over multiple facets, including
retail, hospitality and residential, Hicks delights in projects he
can guide from conception to completion. He works across
architecture, interior design and décor, ensuring a space meets
its full potential.
There is no distinct example of Hicks’s work that stands
out above others. Rather, satisfaction stems from a client’s
entrusting him with a project, and a strive for quality ensures
Hicks inevitably leaves a piece of himself in each assignment.
While he remains a frontier in design, Hicks admits the
industry’s speed of progression presents a challenge. A
high demand means he is occasionally forced to turn down
projects. ‘This is a hard thing to do, but I have always kept my
office small to allow my attention to be across all projects.’
David Hicks’ influences are as subtle as they are endless.
While many ideas derive from magazines or books, Hicks
attributes most of his inspiration to travel, drawing on foreign
design solutions. Paris and India spring to mind as noteworthy
examples: the French capital for interlacing archaic and
contemporary; India for its incredible culture and utility of colour.
An entrenched personal style is the cornerstone of Hicks’s
professional philosophy: forming relationships with clients,
identifying their needs and desired outcome is paramount. From
concept, story boards and material selection, to logistics and
construction, Hicks believes in guiding a project in its entirety.
As well as a broad repertoire of architectural endeavours,
Hicks also adds ‘author’ to his accomplishments. Analysing

fifteen years of his work for his award-winning print showcase,
‘Intimate’, helped him to discover aspects of design he was
truly passionate about.
A seamless union of streamlined planning, minimal palettes
and modernism: Hicks’ own recently-sold home is its own
masterpiece. Boasting an enviable collection of artwork and
antique, mid-century and contemporary furniture, its occupant
is clearly unafraid of bold design. While his new complex
will retain features of the original apartment, Hicks plans to
experiment with simpler materials. ‘It’s like writing a new book...
It’s a further extension of who I am and what I’m about.’
Outside of design, Hicks enjoys Melbourne’s social scene, as
well as walking his dogs, but with a seventeen-year career
and counting, the line separating work life and personal life is
happily blurred. ‘Design is in my blood – I am always working.’
davidhicks.com
Level 2, 24 Albert Road, South Melbourne
03 9826 3955
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Josh’s passion and knowledge about the selection of

STOCKED

wines he places in private cellars is unmatched. Every

CELLAR

wine’ or a bottle ‘destined for cellar longevity’, every wine

bottle is specifically chosen based on an in-depth
understanding of the client’s tastes, budgets and interests.
So, whether it’s a ‘Tuesday night wine’, a ‘special occasion
has earned its place in the cellar.
Given the once humble underground cellar has evolved
into being an eye-catching, high-tech feature of
modern builds and renovations, Stocked Cellar is now
collaborating with builders and architects at the luxury
end of the market.

A personal sommelier service for exclusive residences

Adding further novelty to this package, Josh produces a
customised catalogue for each collection – complete with
personalised logo and tasting notes – so bottles can be
found with ease: ‘It’s as if they’re in their own restaurant.’

As founder and director of Stocked Cellar, a bespoke private

Hamptons style mansion in Hopetoun Road, Toorak. They

wine buying and cellar management service, Josh James has

mentioned the impressive cellar under construction and, given

As a connoisseur in viticulture, his role as a private

been the primary point of contact for luxury home owners with

Josh’s years of expertise and established industry contacts, the

sommelier is in high demand. Always available to restock

private wine cellars.

idea of curating a personal wine collection for the new home

when required, Josh ensures his clients retain an unrivalled

After years of experience as a Sommelier in Melbourne’s

owners’ cellar was born.

fast-paced and ever changing hospitality industry, Josh was

The result was incredibly successful. Josh filled the cellar with over

frequently approached by customers to consult on their
private wine collections.

assemblage of impressive wines. ‘Having a beautiful, well
maintained Stocked Cellar means you make the most out
of every bottle.’

2000 wines, mapped out by region and variety, introduced the
clients to a broad array of new and exciting wines, sourced current

www.stockedcellar.com.au

One Friday afternoon, Josh was dining with two friends from 2iC

and back releases of some of their favourites, and importantly, saved

josh@stockedcellar.com.au

Construction who were mid-way through building a gorgeous

the new homeowners a significant amount of time and money.

+61 413 278 100
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Marcus Chiminello
Marcus is widely recognised as one of Australia’s leading estate agents
and specialises in selling prestige homes and luxury developments. His
intellect, market knowledge and dedication combined with the support
of his team, ensure his clients are provided with a world-class real estate
experience.
His clients are rewarded with his uncanny ability to consistently negotiate
multimillion dollar results whether on the open market or on a very
discreet and confidential manner through his extensive clientele based
locally and internationally.
Successfully selling in excess of $350,000,000 worth of Melbourne’s
finest real estate every year including several high-profile luxury family
estates, Marcus and his team now hold both the Melbourne Metropolitan
and Victorian state record for the most expensive homes ever sold,
eclipsing the previous Victorian state record.
Consistently rated amongst the top five agents nationally and three-time
recipient of the ARERA Australian Real Estate Agent of the year, Marcus’
disciplined approach, unwavering focus and top-performing mindset are
of paramount importance in his continued success.

At Marshall White, your experience does
not end with signing the contract.
Marshall White Finance can assist
with the following requirements:

Marcus Chiminello
+61 411 411 271
marcus.chiminello@marshallwhite.com.au

Home Loan Pre-Approval & Review

Wealth Planning & Personal Insurance

Marshall White Finance will guide you through
the funding complexities associated with
purchasing property. Our team will take the
time and care to understand your financial
position and ensure you have the appropriate
solution in place to make the right investment
decision. With access to over 35 financial
institutions you are guaranteed to achieve a
competitive offer.

Our experienced team has a duty of a care to
all new and existing clients, to ensure that
any financial instrument offered is
appropriately aligned to your individual
requirements and adequately protected. Our
associated team of advisors can assist in
reviewing your financial plan, estate plan and
life insurance to ensure you are on track to
achieve your goals.

selling price, as she regularly attains record-breaking sales results.

Development & Business Funding

Asset Finance

An accomplished negotiator, Nicole is committed to going the extra

Our experienced consultants have the
relevant expertise and knowledge to assist
with your development and business funding
requirements. With access to a variety of
commercial banks, our team consult on
your financial requirements to ensure your
proposal is successful.

Marshall White Finance can arrange funding
your next motor vehicle purchase. Our
financial consultants have access to a
wide range of funding solutions including
personal lease, hire purchase, equipment
loan and more, to ensure you obtain a
competitive arrangement.

Nicole French
In a competitive industry where professionalism, quality service and
results are in high demand, Nicole exceeds expectations. With over
two decades’ success in the industry, Nicole is an integral part of the
Marshall White team’s dynamic growth, market leadership and strong
brand profile.
Priding herself on her service excellence, educated approach and
outstanding reputation, Nicole never underestimates the responsibility of
being invited into people’s homes to manage their greatest assets. Nicole’s
unparalleled local knowledge complements her extensive database,
providing her clients with the optimum chance of achieving a premium

mile for her clients, knowing her hard work and determination will
help her clients realise their property dreams. Transparent and honest
in her communication style, Nicole believes it is her dedication to a
professional, seamless sales process that ensures her clients’ loyalty
and personal recommendation.

Nicole French
+61 417 571 505
nicole.french@marshallwhite.com.au
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